
COMMERCIAL CLEANING
From reliable and flexible contractors

Perfect whether you need daily office cleaning,
 periodic office cleaning, or cleaning of your entire premises.



About us

Qualified to provide quality

We aim to offer the quality that our customers expect, we 
continually train our staff to the relevant standards. This 

means that not only do we have the ability to use 
specialised machinery ( for example to reach ceilings or 

high floors in an office block) but that you can be sure that 
your cleaning contractor is fully trained in relevant health & 
safety legislation. We continue to train our staff as part of 

our continuing quality assurance scheme.

Managing premises can be a complex business
Which is why you need one account manager and one 
cleaning contractor that can do the whole job for you.

No job is too big or too small for Classic Cleaning Services 
Ltd. A friendly and efficient team dedicated to providing the 

highest standards of customer service and cleanliness for 
your business.



Our Services

Office Cleaning

Offering businesses after hours daily office cleaning, 
thorough cleans and much much more. When you 
want to clean the floor, keep rubbish at bay and desks 
clean then look to classic cleaning services. We 
provide full office cleaning services from highly trained 
cleaning staff.

Window Cleaning

We also provide commercial window cleaning for both 
large and small commercial properties. Contact us for 

ongoing window cleaning services and we can make 
sure your building is always sparkling whatever the 

weather.

Retail Cleaning

Your shop front is the window for your business. Keep 
it in top condition with Classic Cleaning Services. We 

can also provide back end stock room, warehouse and 
kitchen cleaning as necessary.

A friendly and efficient team dedicated to providing 
the highest standards of customer service and 

cleanliness for your business.



Commercial Cleaning Services

Periodic office cleaning

Complete flexibility from Classic Cleaning Services Ltd 
add to your cleaning schedule. Try our 3 month trial 

and see the sparkle we can give your office.

Reach & wash

We utilise a Reach and Wash Cleaning System on 
external windows which gives a thorough clean to your 
windows because this technique doesn’t use 
chemicals, just pure water, we are being kind to the 
environment.

Commercial cleaning from reliable 
and flexible contractors

Perfect whether you need daily office cleaning, 
periodic office cleaning, or cleaning of your entire 

premises.

Get a quote today

and meet your dedicated account manager 
by calling us on 01279 445 075



Commercial Cleaning Services

Keep you stocked

We are able to provide cleaning materials for your 
office. From bin bags to cloths to toiletries, we ensure 
your building has everything that a property needs to 
maintain a high standard of cleanliness. All this in 
addition to our cleaning abilities means your property 
will always be in great shape

Hygiene services

Classic cleaning services offer the full janitorial 
experience. We also stock hygiene products in addition 
to cleaning products. We can keep you stocked up with 

feminine hygiene products, nappy disposal bins and 
much more. We are able to provide businesses with 

every product that keeps a building functioning.

Back end cleaning

Classic cleaning Services is also available to clean and 
maintain warehouses, stock rooms and other parts of 
the premises that aren’t shown to the public. We can 

be contracted for regular cleaning to keep your whole 
premises clean as everything is important to a 

successful commercial business.

An immaculate reputation

Fully trained staff for amazing cleaning. 
Call 01279 445 075



Specialist Cleans

Builders Cleans

Whether it is a new build, shop refit, office renovation 
or any other sort of clean up after building works, 
Classic Cleaning Services has the full range of services 
to meet your requirements. We go to work to clean 
your building site and make your property completely 
ready for use. We work with many construction 
companies as a build clean contractor.

Quality assured & safe high level 
cleans

Our staff have the training and the experience to safely 
complete high level cleans. We can get to parts of your 
office, shop or industrial property that are not easy to 
reach and we can ensure these areas are clean. This can 
be booked as a one off clean or as part of an ongoing 
contract.

The equipment to reach the top

Our equipment enables us to reach all the nooks and 
crannies of your property. this includes hard to reach 

vents, ducts, machinery outlets, warehouse shelves 
and much more. We are fully licensed to use specialist 

high level access equipment.

Looking for something out of the ordinary?

Classic Cleaning Services provide specialist cleaning
service that are not available from ordinary cleaners



Periodic cleaning 

Professional grade carpet cleans

Classic cleaning services will steam clean or use 
traditional carpet clean methods and pamper your 
carpet so that it is as good as new. We know that dust, 
dirt and all kinds of detritus can affect carpets 
especially in an office environment which is why we can 
offer a one off deep clean of your carpets with our 
specialised steam cleaning equipment. 

Wooden & hard floors looked after

Wooden and hard floors demand the same care and 
attention as carpets. Classic cleaning services can maintain 
and clean wooden floors, ensuring that they are polished, 

scratch free and look great.  Our staff are trained to expertly 
care for wooden or hard flooring. 

Ensure they are always clean with on-going floor cleaning.

Our I.T cleans

We will work in controlled environments to delicately 
clean the computers that keep your business running. 
We can also clean workstations and individual PCs as 
necessary. Give us a call if you would like to combine 
sensitive I.T cleaning with our regular office cleaning 
services.

Server room cleaning

A large proportion of server and data room breakdowns 
occur because of dirt, dust & debris. Keeping the 
surrounding environment clean is a preventative 

measure that can save you lots of pain down the line. We 
have the technical knowhow and the light touch to clean 

server rooms, data rooms, comm rooms.



Classic Cleaning Services Ltd
Ground Floor, 5 Astra Centre
Edinburgh Way, Harlow
Essex, CM20 2BN

Telephone: 01279 445075
Fax:  01279 445076
Email: info@classiccleaningservices.com
Website: www.classiccleaningservices.com

Based in Harlow, we cover the home counties to 
include Essex, Hertfordshire & the centre of 

London.

Ask us about our 3 month trials and fixed 
contracts. Giving you the opportunity to tailor a 

cleaning package to suit.


